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 Observation: Many 
complex organic 
molecules (COMs) are 
found in the ISM 
including polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons, 
nucleic acids and 
amino acids

 Question: How are 
these COMs formed?

The goal: better understand star and planet 
formation and the origins of life 

Galaxy M101 as seen in the optical and in 

the light of atomic hydrogen gas (red)

interstellar medium (ISM) 



 ISM contains mix of 
matter and radiation 
(EM, cosmic rays)

 The dust (1% of ISM) 
contains the largest 
and most complex 
organic molecules

 T ~ 5-10 K

The method: use computational quantum 
mechanics to study photochemical radical reactions

A typical dust grain



 Radical production and 
combination

 Different environments: 
the gas phase, the 
modelled ice, and a 
graphene surface 

 Primary Steps
Structure of glycine (one type of 
amino acid)

NH3 + CH4 NH2CH3 + 2H•

CO2 + H2O  COOH• + OH•

NH2CH3 + COOH• NH2CH2COOH + H•



 Radical production and 
combination to form C-C 
bond

 Different environments: 
the gas phase, the 
modelled ice, and a 
graphene surface 

 Proposed Reaction

Structure of acetaldehyde (test 
case for more complex COMs)

CH3
• + HCO• CH3COH

At low T, does this happen in gas phase or on a dust grain surface?



 2 students will be hired subject to availability of funding 

 8-10 weeks in summer, 30-40 hours per week

 The students will learn to use electronic structure codes 
to run calculations, analyze data and report results in both 
oral and written formats. The student will be required to 
create a poster presentation and submit a report at the 
conclusion of the summer 

 All UG students are eligible to apply 


